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Nighthawks – Rio Bravo
The history of the Nighthawks began with the fateful meeting of two musicians. Even though
they live far apart (trumpet-player Reiner Winterschladen works in Hamburg and
bassist/producer Dal Martino is Cologne-based), their collaboration has intensified over time.
With ‘Metro Bar’, ‘As The Sun Sets’ and ‘4’, their 3 German Jazz Award-winning albums, the
two artists triggered off the still-burgeoning electro-jazz revival. The Nighthawks have
developed its very own international sound that is increasingly making itself heard. The
success they have achieved with their recordings has also spilled over into the live arena. The
band has enthralled audiences at major festivals such as ElbJazz, Jazzbaltica, JazzOpen
Stuttgart and the Krakow Jazz Festival. For many years now, the successful songwriting team
Winterschladen/Martino has been accompanied by their colleagues Thomas Alkier (dr) and
Jürgen Dahmen (rhodes) as well as guitarists Markus Wienstroer and Jörg Lehnardt.
The Nighthawks are back with their sixth studio album which is entitled “Rio Bravo”. The title
is very suggestive and the music does not disappoint. Dal Martino and Reiner Winterschladen
conjure up atmospheric scenes in the listener’s mind delivering the perfect soundtrack to
match the spell-binding images. Music in true Cinemascope. It was not by chance that the
Nighthawks story started with a film music assignment in the mid-1990s while Winterschladen
and Martino were part of the Cologne-based combo ‘Trance Groove’. With unfailing instinct,
they named their new band after Edward Hopper’s best-known picture. Hopper’s late night
scene, with its compelling light effects and palpable sense of urban isolation, is clearly
reflected in the ambient and emotional depths evoked by the Nighthawks’ impressive
ambient, dub, pop and jazz fusion.
On “Rio Bravo”, one can hear echoes of “Citizen Wayne”, Dal Martino‘s and Reiner
Winterschladen’s 1998 debut album. “As the name “Citizen Wayne” implies, our common
denominator lay somewhere between an atmospheric trumpet drifting through rainy urban
streetscapes and Western film sets featuring white-washed Mexican churches and red dust.
“Bronco Suite” on “Citizen Wayne” was inspired by Western soundtracks.” Both the urban
vibe and the Wild West have also made it onto “Rio Bravo”, an album whose relaxed, playful
character reveals two musicians at peace with themselves.
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Minor changes in the band line-up, from the successful addition of guitarist Jörg Lehnardt to
reducing the tour band to five musicians, helped create the perfect conditions for developing
the new songs. “Somehow, everything became more relaxed, more streamlined, easier, more
positive. This is the feeling we were aiming to capture on the album.
In contrast to its predecessor “Today”, which was dominated by guest musicians such as
Dominic Miller, Anna Maria Jopek and Emilia Istvan, this time we kept to the nucleus of the
band”, explains bass-player, guitarist and producer Dal Martino. “Similar to our first albums
“Citizen Wayne” and “Metro Bar”, we started out with me and Reiner putting down some
simple grooves, a few guitar chords and bass lines. Drums and percussion were then added
to the demos by Thomas Alkier and Jürgen Dahme and the Hammond and guitars by Markus
Wienstroer and Jörg Lehnardt”. This time, there are no guest vocalists on the album. “We
have always been an instrumental outfit. The trumpet is our voice. When it is just us alone, as
on “Rio Bravo”, we tend to concentrate on instrumental music with only the odd song sang by
me thrown in, just like we did in the past”. The song he is referring to is “A California”, the
gently grooving track featuring Dal Martino and the Cologne background singers Nin and Little
Hill that closes the album.
“Rio Bravo” kicks off with a pulsing track appropriately entitled “Still Happy” – the soundtrack
for a late night car journey, with guitar, keyboard and flugelhorn taking turns to soar above the
pulsating rhythm. “We still love playing our music, both live and in the studio. It is interesting
to see how our music has changed – or hasn’t changed – over time. It’s like adding new
pictures to a photo album every few years”. The bouncy reggae rhythms of “El Camino” and
“Camel Eyes” take the tempo down a notch or two. “The first three songs on Rio Bravo began
life as brief sketches, one following the other. They capture the good mood we were in and
the fun we had recording this album. They all have a very positive, light, even cheerful
atmosphere“. In the spirit of “Citizen Wayne”, the following track, “Valparaiso”, was written
fifteen years ago for the “Metro Bar” album. “I really like the song now in its present
incarnation. It has a Central American - Texan touch which fits very well on “Rio Bravo”.”
A Motown feel dominates “Detroit Bel Air”, an homage to Marvin Gaye and the legendary
Motown studio band the ‘Funk Brothers’. The reggae-inspired “Chevrolet Nomad” is also
packed with powerful funk elements. The tempo picks up again on “20th Century Dogs” which
features a pounding bass line providing the foundation for a collage of musical motifs.
“Sounds and tonal textures from the time of our youth, a kind of treasure chest of ideas. All
from some time ago, twentieth century, we were “20th Century Under-Dogs” …”. “Fortune” is
an absolute classic Nighthawks song – a casual groove underlying a finely-woven dialogue
between trumpet phrases, flugelhorn melodies and guitar solos. “This track would have felt at
home on any of our albums”.
“Rio Grande”, the title track, is surprisingly short. ”The remnant of a musical idea written for a
film in 2005. I can visualise a camera panning over the river.” The river theme runs through
the whole Nighthawks “Rio Bravo” album. “While producing the album, I realised that the
quieter songs were making me think of deserts, Arizona, Westerns – cinematographic
pictures. And the term Rio Bravo somehow went well with these images”, remembers Dal
Martino. “My first thought was the river between Mexico and Texas which the Americans call
‘Rio Grande’ and the Mexicans ‘Rio Bravo'. As natives of the Rhineland, rivers hold an almost
mystic significance for us. Rivers are lifeline and border rolled into one. They separate the
familiar from the unknown, reality on the one side, all you ever dreamed of on the other. A
river also puts people in motion, transports them to new shores. Eventually, I perceived
parallels in our music, our way of making music, even my production approach to the whole
Nighthawks project. One shore standing for continuity, the other for change. To get ahead,
one should keep to the middle of the river.”
Dal Martino and Reiner Winterschladen are still capable of achieving this balance after
sixteen years. “Although we are not in the same physical location, we share a whole world of
musical experience, a similar history and upbringing, particularly the Rhineland humour and
cheerfulness. We have also come to accept the fact that, in the end, it’s the other who’s
always right.”
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Tour: Nighthawks – Rio Bravo
18 Jan. 2014 – 9.00 pm, Dortmund:
03.04.2014 - 20:00, Norderstedt: Kulturwerk
04.04.2014 - 20:00, Kiel: Kulturforum
05.04.2014 - 20:00, Hamm: Jazzfestival
06.04.2014 - 20:00, Herford: Schiller
08.04.2014 - 20:00, Aschaffenburg: Colos-Saal
09.04.2014 - 20:00, München: Ampere Club / Muffathalle
10.04.2014 - 20:00, Bad Homburg : Speicher
...further dates planned!

The artist is also available for interviews.
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